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Dallas, Texas (September 21st, 2021) – Alchemy Creative, Inc. a venture holding company headquartered
in Dallas, Texas is pleased to announce that Nanoland U.S.A., Inc. has a strong intention to establish a
mutually beneficial business relationship with Siddarmark, LLC (Siddarmark) of Japan.
NanoLand U.S.A., Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY-OTC Pk) is
a Pennsylvania based corporation and pioneer in the business of specialized nanotechnology applications.
Siddarmark is the international marketing and sales arm of Japan’s Siddarmark Wearable Sensor, Co. Ltd.
(SMS). In 2020 Siddarmark successfully introduced the world´s first biological vital sensor chip made
from CNT yarns consisting of Double- Triple walled CNTs with no size distribution.
This move brings together technical expertise and practical experiences from each of the parties in order
to develop next generation Carbon Nanotube Yarn Biosensors that will service worldwide commercial
applications.
The Parties have studied the business and technical feasibility for commercializing Nanolyn branded Bio
Sensors for the North American marketplace and determined that Siddarmark’s CNT Yarn is an
advanced technology that will embrace specific wearable ECG, EMG, and EEG biosensor applications in
addition to motion sensors that enable to visualize human motions in 3D of medical and videogame fields.
The Parties plan to immediately penetrate the SaMD sector by deploying a scope of work, time frame for
major milestones, role and responsibility of product development and system integration workflow with
testing to be part of a definitive agreement planned for Q4 2021.
Dr. Ilise Feitshans, Scientific Advisor to Nanoland U.S.A, Director of ESI Safernano Training at
the European Scientific Institute and Author (Global Impacts of Nanotechnology Law) stated
“Everyone expects big things from nanoparticles but this effort for developing specialized CNT Yarn
biosensors has massive commercial potential.”
Dr. Shuji Tsuruoka, Siddarmark’s Director of research and product develop shared, “our product offers
unique features within refined innovation that responds to problems our CNT competitors could not
address.”
Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update forwardlooking statements in this news release to reflect actual results or any or all changes in assumptions
or other factors affecting said forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the companies
therefore may differ significantly from such forward-looking Statements which do not provide binding
representations regarding the relationship of the parties or future products.
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